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Home Games MMORPG ArcheAge Unchained Pure Healing Guide Home Gaming MMORPG ArcheAge Unchained Guide To Pure Healing ArcheAge Healing Guide by LegionI Games for Healing in Korea and RU and now I want to help you with this =]Content: 1. Healing - who is it? 2. Makes basic. 3. Skill Overview1. Healer or in other words protective ass.
First of all I want to say that the healer is the PvP class group, because in solitary PvP he is very, very and very bad, if you want to kill someone alone, he's not for you, but there's also little reward, without the healer you can't pull the kraken and clear the dungeon, and at the const party you will always be welcome guests =]. The most important for smart
head healing is good hands and ofc experience. Also don't forget to use consumables for any manufacture, defensive potion (alchemy), drinks – HP boost (cooking), food – soul boost (cooking).2.1 Templar (Vitalism/Oramassi/Defense)Good for large-scale warfare, Viability high.50 helmet build level or Build55 helmet level Making Pros: Higher P def and
health compared to other anti-stun build, impale, strap, silence self-healing instant, which recreates 2 hp safety to dmg for 12 seconds, can't move and cast spells high block rate (40%) Got 1 debuff wiping spellCons: uncon control crowd items: fabric - stone sets gives soul/stamina (increases pdef and reduces dmg received by%), I think about it perfectly and
I believe the fabric is much better now, because now healing the power and power of magic from each other Is isolated (so it means healing requires more soul and int/sta plates is not well present =[[) The life of a hand club gives soul-shielding ground gives lut life stamina gives a spirit abs that gives +500 hp or +5% block listening rates in harm reduction,
Necklaces in health and rings in Hierophant mdef2.2 (Vitalism/Urrahmansi/Wizardry) are good for arenas and small-scale battles, because it can disable a few enemies to build .50 levels of healing attack helmets or support healing Build55 Helmet Level : Offensive Healer Making Support Healing Professional Build : Got 2 debuff Cleanse Spell Anti-Fear,
sleep, stun, impale, shackle, silence Got plenty of crowd control spellsCons: Lower P def (Compare to Templar) Lower Health (Compare to Templar) Vulnerable to archers and melee, because of low rate blockItems: Cloths – Stone Set gives Spirit/Stamina (increasingef pd and reduces incoming dmg by %) The one-hand life club gives soul-shielding ground
gives the stamina of Lotte's life gives a spirit abs that reduces 6% cast time or +5% block listening rates in harm reduction, necklaces in health and rings in cast time2.3. Necromancer (Vitalism/Witchcraft/Occultism) This build is good if you are planning to be aggressive in small-scale wars, 2-5 parties. Because you can disable a few opponents and got a few
AoE CC, but because you're not Auramacy, you are vulnerable to Stuns/Impales/Silence and ofc you can't inta cast Anthithesis Lower CD on hearts and antis. It's also a good build if you're willing to level up Hierophant, because from healing he can turn on to good damage and level up to easily build 50 helmet levels 2.4. Edgewalker
(Vitalims/Auramancy/Occulitsm) is a good alternative to necromancer, because he's got 2 most important trees for the healer, Vita and Halo, to lower CDs and Iniesta starring Antithesis. But because of shortages in cc, such as hiero, necro, or survival, like Templar, he will die fast and cannot satisfy his full potential as a healing .50 cap build level 3.
OverviewAuramancy Skill(Templer/Hierophant/Edgewalker): Thwart + Hearten – Hearten allows you to stack 3 inspirational, which reduces CDs of spells of vitalism: 1. Antithesis – from 5 seconds to 3,2 seconds cd 2. Mend – from 24 sec to 17,7 sec 3. Continuous recovery – the most important healing spell, from 30 seconds to 26,4 energy shields – allows
to insta-cast antithesis (so it means that if it works for 8 seconds, we can use antithesis 3-4 times without casting time), also converting 26% of dmg to health. Shrug it off - wiping you out of Stone and Impale, becoming immune to it for 4 seconds of distantness - gives you the ability to position yourself on the battlefield or escape the freedom of the melee - to
grant you immunity to strap and silence for 20 seconds. Protective Wings – a very useful spell in siega castle, because granting immunity to all magic spells for 10-15 seconds, while your comrades bomb with dynamite or enemy wall guns. Templar: Emancipation + Jazz Doubt – gives a reward of 1000 mdef for 10-15 seconds of prison + protective wings – a
friend said I'm talking about this jazz band, you can cast prisoners and then use PW, and the PW effect will work through the prisoner walls. Hierophant: Damage absorption – convert 7% of dmg to recovery. Unassailable – gives a chance to all dmg for 2 seconds of safety abs inspiration – reduces all incomng dmg -100 for 3 seconds, after critical strike, very
useful against archers, because your automatic attacks are close to 0=] you can change the inspiring abs to UnassailableVitalism: Antithesis – one of the strongest healing spells after continuous recovery. Mirror Light – Remove a debuff and increase healing received at 15% (ally), in the enemy it works like root for 3 seconds + debuff that is increasing the
damage received at 12% and reducing the recovery received for 30% Resurgence - buff in 10 seconds that improve smth about 1200 and also gives rewards for healing received from Ents 16% and Mend by 30%. Mend – Very good healing spells, healing smth about 30+ % of hp, but eats too much mana and high CD. Healing Passion – the best healing
spell in the game. It can be used on a little target at the same time. After patch 1.0, they increased the CD, but the problem with the heart is still with us =[ and it's their flight time, meaning United recovers not instantly, but after the small period of time, which can be crucial in any From PvP or PvE, so before using Fervet Healing it would be nice if you insta
cast him with Anthithesis. Tornado blessing - good buff, which increases the movement and speed of attack for your allies and debuffs the movement of enemies and the speed of attacks, so this means that this spell will be very useful in PvP and how good healing it can be constantly buffed, because the time of the buff and debuff is 30 seconds, but the CD
is 2 minutes. Quick recovery- very useful, can save ass sometimes, because it resets all spells healing ALMs CDs - reduces cast time for all skills by 6% healing force - if healing crits, it improves in 50% more – a 500 mdef buff allowance for allays in a happy spirit of 15m - should spell, because the CD reduction of the spells of the tree of vitalism by 20%.
Boone Aransib and soul growth - well if you want to get as many souls as you can. Defense (Templar): Refreshing – Increases health at 1 k (with bear strength rewards), also increases Mettle, when receiving dmg. Toughen – Restores 20 healthes per second, with the power of the bear encourages a resurgence – additional self-healing, in the end, with Shug
off it (Auramancy) and Fury 3000 it improves smth about 2 hp. Doubt – Increase the block rate by 25%, also with freedom (Auramancy) awarded a bonus of 1000 mdef. Invincibility – No can attack you for 12 seconds, you only stay in 1 place and if you move immunity will be lost. Roar boasting - with 3 k mettle dmg enemy smth about 3-4 k. block supplement
– increase block rate by 15% after sucefull block. Shield of Stell – Giving 700 pdef Spry Castle – Reduce stun and tripped duration by 10% bear power – reward 800 healthWitchcraft (Hierophant,Necromancer): Strengthening wizardry – quite good passive if you want to play aggressive, Because Iniesta cast Earthen forks and increased the duration of almost
all the wizarding tree CC. Enervate + Earth getting the jazz band - the enervate is good because burning enemy mana and if you're using the earthy catch while Enervate In the enemy , then you regen health, take 2-3 k dmg and snare enmy in 5-6 seconds. Bubble Trap – A good CC, because it put the enemy in the bubble, which is flying for 5-6 seconds or
until someone hits him. Cleanup – remove debuff and increases ally mdef 25 % for 3 minutes. In the enemy it clears 1 buff and changes debuff on him. Strap on silence and silence in Shacke. Action Courageus - a good buff that makes United immune to sleep and fear for 1 minute. Banshee Wail - Well Iniesta cast AoE CC, scared and stun enemies for 2-3
seconds. Dahuta's breath - pulls enemies away, but this wave is quite small =[ folding time – reduces cast time by 4 seconds for all spells. – excellent spell against melee, because all dmg reductions hit the input by 30 % after the crit melee. Occultism(Necormancer, Edgewalker): Push Spears – Good Gap Closer Force Mana – Mana Regens and Kills
Enemies RoundThose 2 Spell Making Me Use Both, Korea and RU, and They Work There are also healers with Songcraft, which personally I don't like. But Templar and Hierophant makes it best for pure healers =] and if comparing Templar and Hierophant is more difficult to handle, So wisely chosen =]If you have any queastion I played in the EU Beta
(Shatygon), Legion Aliases or Amor 11-09-2019 09:32 am #1 Hello everyone, I've been searching the forum looking for a good build to improve the top level, but can't find a tree that was shown. Was I thinking about the resurrectionist or the confessor or Edge Walker? Can anyone give me a good leveling tree and then endgame tree please? It's also viable to
level up as healing or do you recommend leveling as something else. Thanks for the help in the ahead. 11-09-2019 09:50 am #2 11-10-2019 12:10 pm #3 afternoon. I read through the manual, and made an edgewalker. I chose a mies and shield to equip with healing powers, but my healing barely dented the horsepower bar. Especially when other players
attack, there's no way I can get their damage out. Am I doing something wrong? Archeage is a complex game with many layers for new and experienced players to explore. And unfortunately it does something awkward to explain it to the players. Not from lack of effort, but more on how to do it. I mean, really, who reads the dialogues of effort these days.
Currently, there is no way to include any game details into a simple beginner's guide, but I'm going to have the most pressing information here. I'd also welcome any input in the comments below, either because of the ineformity or stuff you feel should also be in this guide. I also collect useful information on a help page and tricks. Buying the game game is a
pay-to-play game, meaning you pay once for the game and there is no subscription. Your game monetizes through the sale of cosmetic items and other items. In my opinion, this version of Archridge cannot be considered a pay-to-win game. I hope it stays that way. Now to buy the game you need a Glyf account and to download the Glife customer. Log in to
your account, go to your library and open the Archeage Unchained version. Be sure you are looking at Archeage Unchained and not regular Archeage. The account page is a bit buggy for me. As I switch from regular arch to Archeage Unchained it logs me off but if I press the log button again I will log in immediately. On this page, you will have three options,
Archeum-, Gold-, and Silver No-Chain Packages. I have no personal comments where the package you should get, but you need to buy one to access the game. Using the package now, this part is a bit confusing. Once you have purchased the package you can enter the game using the Glyph customer. But you first need to create a character on a server
before you can apply the package you purchased to that character. You Not that it applies immediately so you can Take a little bit and see which character you want to apply the package too. When you sign in, you start on the server selection screen where you have to select the server you want to play on. Be sure about your choice here as for the moment
there is no way to change the server. If you play friends games you should choose the same server they are playing, otherwise, I recommend choosing a server that is less busy. Finally, this is up to you and very little I can recommend on. Select the contest available at Archeage Unchained. Creating characters once you have chosen a server you can now
design your character's look and choose your character's starting class and start racing. There are ways to change the look of the character in the game with currency in the game, but ultimately, it will most likely cost credits (real money). There are also options to buy character clothing for credits. Their archaeological race and special abilities nuian – 10% in
combat for 10 minutes after death. Seduced time to build BuildingsElf – can hold your breath underwater for 20 seconds longer. 5% increase in swimming speed. Dwarf – 30% increase to mining speed. Can make Juggernaut form. Harani – reduces the cooling and cast time of the recall by 30%. 10% increase to log in and collect speed. Firran – 20%
reduction to falling damage. 30% increase to climb the pace. Warborn – 10% faster speed while carrying a trading package. Archeage's class system is somewhat unique. There are 6 skills that you can choose from the start of the game. You need to choose one of those at the beginning and then choose two more skills than the other twelve sets as you level
up. You get to choose your second skill level 7 and third in level 15. This means that you can create 220 different combinations of skill for your character, which, in essence, means you have 220 classes in the game. But in practice that number is much lower. According to the game's stat structure, players usually end up in classic core classes: melee dps,
ranged dps, magic dps, tanks and healers. You can have a combined class, but usually gimps the character as you need separate stats on your gear to maximize your character abilities. Six starter skills that are available. List core classes and which statistics to focus on melee dps: strength, melee damage modifier dps: agility, range change damage magic
dps: intelligence, healing magic damage changeers: spirit, improved modifiersTank: stamina, harm reduction correction list suggested classes here is a small list of skill combinations that have been shown to work well. For melee DPSDarkrunner – Battle, Shadowplay, AuramancyExecutioner – Battle, Shadowplay, OccultismDeathwish – Battle, Shadowplay,
DPSEbonsong Range – Archery, Shadowplay, Songcraft for Magic DPSSpellsinger – Wizardry, Shadowplay, SongcraftFanatic – Wizardry, Shadowplay, MaledictionFor HealersConfessor – Vitalism, Songcraft, ShadowPlayCleric – Vitalism, Songcraft, AuramancyEdgewalker – Vitalism, Occultism, Auramancy for TankAbolisher – Battlerage, Defense,
Auramancy The great thing about Archeage is that you can change your skills later in the game. And it's not hard, at least until you hit level 50 and get Hiram gear (more on that later). I recommend that at some point you spend a bit of time exploring skills. To change your skills you just need to talk to one or one NPC skill manager. Your new skills will start at
level 15 (in conjunction with existing skills, not character strength) and level up like normal. Technically, you can bring all the skills to level 50 this way and there's even an achievement bonus for it. The offset is that if you want to change, for example, from melee dps to magic dps you need to get a new set of effective equipment. If you do it before turning
your story gear quest into Hiram you can reverse all the upgrades you have done and reroll for new gear, otherwise, you need to grind for new gear. That gives us a gear quest story story trying gear when you look your character have designed and chose the skill to start with you can start playing the game. (Remember to apply the package you bought into
your character). One of the first quests you should see is the first attempt of what is called story quests. NPCs are giving the story quest a green square above them. Doing these quests is really important that they basically tell you so much about the game and a lot of experience. Quests' story is marked with green exclamation marks and question marks
once finished. After doing a few of these quests you will be provided with quest bonuses that either armor boxes or weapons boxes. You will get three boxes like this and choose between flute or lotte. This gear, which you get from level 1 to 10 is the most important gear you have up the way to the end of the game. why? Because this gear is upgradable with
injections and awakening scrolls that will eventually set you back the end of the gear game. During your journey from level 1 to level 50 you will get infused on occasion and wakefulness scrolls as rewards for completing story quests. Don't take them away. You try them to upgrade your gear story and you just need enough for a set of gear. If you discard it
there is no way to get more. You should read more about upgrading your quest gear story here. Questing from level 1 to 30 for the first thirty levels, you should focus on doing story quests. You can skip the efforts of the other side if you are rushing to 30, I recommend doing at least a few of them. In fact, there are three side quests that are really useful to do.
These quests will give you a mountain, row boat, fishing rod, pet battle, and glider. The location of these quests depends on your starting race, which is a bit of a bother. But you will get notifications at the tip of your tool when you are close to quests that offer these bonus items. So keep an eye on those tips and when they start talking of mounts, gliders or
boats then look around for the NPC by trying regularly (yellow!). He'll most likely have an effort that will give you one of these things to work on and what you've undoubtedly noticed is something darn called a worker right now. The workforce is required to perform tasks such as crafts, planting, building, and gear upgrades. This meant that it was essentially a
balancing mechanism. The progress slows down players who can play 24/7 and, if used properly, speeds up the progress of players who have very limited game time. Do this by having to use the workforce for almost anything about earning gold and advancing your gear. How to get more workforce you have 10 points working every 5 minutes, regardless of
whether you are online or offline. If you don't charge the workforce after logging in you may need to request the package you purchased into your character (see above). There are also items that can return the workforce in the name of the workforce charger. You can also get more delivery by sleeping in a bed. This ranges from 50 to 100 birth points
depending on the bed. If you also equip pajamas before bed you will get an extra 50 points for each type of pajamas. You can buy pajamas for professional points (a form of currency). Worker chargers can be purchased with quest coins (another form of currency) and gain from completing a few daily efforts. Your work shouldn't be a concern at the very
beginning, but as you progress and start closing in on the game's content the end of it starts to be troublesome. Labor chargers can charge 10 workers in use. However, you get a dropped return on the workforce if you use most of the day. The first use of the day will give you 1,000 task forces, the second will give you 975 workforces, 951 third-place
workforces, etc. You can see the losing workforce next to the workforce counter in the bottom left corner. Don't ask me how 10 percent gets 25 lost workforce of chargers, it's some weird archaeological math. The archaeological currency system as with most MMO games, in-game currency is a major factor for your progress. In Archeage Unchained there are
several types of currencies: gold, silver, and gold copper is the most important currency in Archeage Unchained. The exchange rate between gold, silver and copper is 1 gold = 100 silver and 1 silver = 100 copper. There are many things in the game you can't end up buying for gold, despite those items are only available through the other You also need a lot
of gold to upgrade your Hiram gear later in the game. Each injection and wakefulness effort costs a bunch of gold with an ever-increasing amount needed as the strength gains its gear. You will get gold by looting monsters, completing quests, selling stuff, doing trade runs, etc. In general, fishing and trading are good ways to get gold in the game. Attempt
coins attempt important currency coins as it allows you to buy workforce chargers, temperate charms, Otherworld storage chests, expanded scrolls, and more such items. So of all currencies, I would put this one in second spot in terms of importance. You can earn quest coins from completing archepass missions. honor . Honor points are also a very
important currency in the game. With them, you can buy lunagems and lunastones that are important to increase your gear. Decrystallization inscriptions that can be life-saving if your items crystallize after waking effort while upgrading your Hiram gear, and honorforged medals that are needed to advance your character to ancestral levels. To access the
proud store just open your character's screen with a c and push a small cart icon next to the line that shows off your glory points. You will get honor points from killing enemy wing players during battles, from completing daily challenges like the Cress-Crimson and a bunch of other missions and challenges. In all, you can honor well over 10,000 points a day if
you have time to do it all. Gilda Starz Gilda Starz is a special currency that you can use to buy things in Miracle Mirage. Among them are clothing, home layout, ship layout, vehicles and more. You have to make your way to the Isle Mirage and take a look at what is offered there. To achieve the mirage miracle you need to go through the gate with a blue glow
next to the funny looking NPC Blue. Actively farming Gilda Star is usually hard and requires a lot of foot work. Here's a guide that shows how Gilda can farm stars. Professional badges are professionally earned when you do some kind of collecting practice, such as mining, wood, farming or collecting. Each action usually gives you a single bonus badge.
There are also daily missions available that reward you with up to 500 professional badges. These missions are now the best way to stock up on professional badges. Most of them are found in the community center of a region, but you have to own a home to access some of those missions. Professional badges can be used to buy special seeds and
seedlings, in addition to a few interesting ones, such as a set of pajamas that increase the rewards of your work while sleeping. To see what you can buy just open your character's screen with C and push the small cart icon next to the line that shows your professional badge number. Kirius badges. Currency to complete examples and challenges of the
bonus arena. The Arena store has items like Onyx steed, which is a very fast start. Rank tokens, which will give you titles that you can apply for passive buffs to your stats. Spell immigration stats and more useful items. You can access the Arena Store by opening the sample interface and clicking on the Arena Store tab in the bottom left corner. Prestige
points first of all, you have to be in a guild to collect prestige points. After that, prestige points are obtained by completing special guild missions and hunting requests. You can use your credit rating to buy things from the Guild Credit Store, accessible from the guild menu. Personally, I feel the prestige shop doesn't really have anything special, with the likely
exception of the abs you can buy for 150 prestige points. Ultimately credits are the only currency you can buy with real money. Credits allow you to buy mostly cosmetic items, with a few other items that affect your ability to play. Those items can also be purchased using other types of credit. Isle mirage as you travel you should also notice the gate with blue
light. This is the gateway to Mirage Island. On Mirage Island you can buy a variety of designs for interesting items using your Gilda stars. There are things like home layout, glider design, boat layout, clothing, vehicles and more. You should definitely stroll around the island and see what they offer. Just be a little careful about what you buy as you may be able
to get some items from the Blue Salt Brotherhood efforts. Play from level 30 and beyond. Once you reach level 30 the game will start opening up to you. You will now get access to the blue salt brotherhood efforts and daily quests that go to Gilda Stars, hunting requests and more. At this point, you're advanced beyond beginner ranks but there are a few things
I'd like to mention. Archeage Unchained is a PvP game. At this point it is important to understand that Archeage is playing territory in front of PvP territory with a splash of players and pirates wing thrown in. If you want to advance meaningfully in the game you should be willing to take some luck and calm down over getting killed by enemy factions. Moreover,
there is almost no negative point when a hostile player kills you, except for the harassment of it. How to level out 30 to progress beyond 30 levels in any meaningful way you need to invest into areas where the PvP faction is active. That is, most of the day, members of the opposing faction can attack you on a whim. There are a few safe zones that are mostly
around the guards. However, a region enters a period of peace several times a day. During the PvP peace wing is disabled and you can roam around and do your quests safely during this time. PvP active time is divided into Conflict, and war. During periods of unrest, the game balances low and high level players and creates a more equal playing field. This
does not happen during conflict and war. And in times of war, you're not safe anywhere. I recommend always to wait for peace time as it hinders your ability to advance. What I did was use the peace time of each region for a blitz through the efforts of the Blue Salt Brotherhood and the story's quest. It's pushed with some experience of making and collecting
me quickly to level 40, at which point I started doing regular quests from Halcyona, regardless of there's peace time. I then replaced pushing story quests and blue salt Brotherhood Quests during peace, regular quests in lower leveling areas during unrest or conflict and spending the workforce on making, collecting and trading. It kind of worked for me until I
hit level 50 and accessed Austeria, which is the end zone of the game. Blue Salt Fraternity Quests NPC with the first attempt of BSB is located in this quest chain in Salisa, Halcyon. These quests are very important to do if you're going to do anything other than PvP. From these quests, you have an 8×8 farm, farm cart design, 10.000 points to peddling your
alchemy, home 16×16, farm wagons, regal alchemy desks and finally an armored suit that rewards you to ponder your craft. Plus one thing I'm sure I'll forget these quests also have a lot of experience, so you see it's well worth doing these quests. There are other things to do at Archeage Unchained lots of other activities in Archeage Unchained. They can
range from a simple farmer to a hard-battle veteran. You can sail, trade, fish and more. Remember, it's a sandbox game so there are fewer limits on what you can do. Start fishing for big fish yourself a fishing rod, lure, and go sporty fishing on a rowboat boat you've got from trying. You just need to find water with a fish school. Become a farmer once you have
the first 8×8 cesc farm you can start using it to plant seeds and small seedlings. This can be a good way to increase your income a little bit, but the difficult part is finding land to place your Sask farm on. Get yourself a house you can also have a home of your own. It comes with several excellent benefits, but it's also hard to get your first home as land is
scarce. But don't worry too much, you really need it, but it's nice to have. You can read here about how to get a house in Archeage. Hunting other archeage players is a PvP game. So once you have some levels under your belt you can start hunting other faction players in PvP enabled areas. You can also go to pirates and start killing everyone, but this
lifestyle is a bit hard. Become a business tycoon. One way to hit it In Archeage through trading. For trading you need to create a trading package in one place and then transport it to a commercial and sell it there for gold. Here is an Archeage business guide. So, this is about that for this Archeage Beginners Guide. If you found it useful then please share it
with your friends and friends who start playing to get them stepped up. I also have quite a few other guides on Archeage Unchained. Good luck anyway and remember to have fun. funny.
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